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Abstract
Learning influence pathways of a network of dynamically related processes from observations is of considerable importance in
many disciplines. In this article, influence networks of agents which interact dynamically via linear dependencies are considered.
An algorithm for the reconstruction of the topology of interaction based on multivariate Wiener filtering is analyzed. It is
shown that for a vast and important class of interactions, that respect flow conservation, the topology of the interactions
can be exactly recovered. The class of problems where reconstruction is guaranteed to be exact includes power distribution
networks, dynamic thermal networks and consensus networks. The efficacy of the approach is illustrated through simulation
and experiments on consensus networks, IEEE power distribution networks and thermal dynamics of buildings.
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1 Introduction
Networks are widely used to represent the functioning of
complex physical systems like the power grid [1], brain
[2] as well nonphysical systems like social relationships
[3], financial systems [4] and many others. In some ap-
plications, there is a clear and evident physical network
of agents. For example, consider a network where agents
comprise wireless hubs that receive and transmit signals
according to a network topology. In other applications,
a physical network is not evident, for example, sensors
measuring temperature at various zones in a building, do
not admit easy identification of physical links that con-
nect measurements. In either scenario, network models
play important role for determining influences and iden-
tification of important clusters. The resulting influence
pathways can suggest methods to steer the system to-
ward a desired behavior. We note that for applications
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where an actual physical network of interactions is ev-
ident, the network of mutual influences can differ from
its physical network, and often provides complimentary
information. In many applications it is possible to ma-
nipulate the system to help identifying the network. An
active approach for identifying the presence of influences
between agents may entail removing agents from the net-
work to evaluate their impact on other agents and then
infer influence pathways [5]. Such approaches are inva-
sive. In many applications it may not be possible to ex-
cite/perturb the system to decipher the influence of one
variable on the rest. For instance, in the stock market,
it is not possible to set the price of a particular stock
to evaluate the impact on the other stocks. Thus, there
is a clear need of non invasive approaches to infer the
network representation of complex systems [6].
Non-invasive methods of learning the network topology
is an active area of research in multiple disciplines in-
cluding control theory, computer science and statistics to
name a few. Here an initial focus utilized modeling activ-
ity of agents via random variables; the graphical models
approach (see [7],[8], [9], [10]) employed the random vari-
able based abstraction extensively. More recently, net-
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work topology learning methods have utilized time series
measurements of agents’ activity modeled as stochas-
tic processes [11], [12]. The approach of using stochastic
processes to model time-series is well-suited for scenar-
ios where agents interact dynamically; where the past or
present state of an agent can affect the present state of
another agent. Such interdependence is particularly apt
for modeling high resolution time-series measurements,
which is becoming more widespread due the increasing
availability of smart sensors with high bandwidth (for
example, Phase Measurement Units employed by the
power grid [13]) in many domains including Internet of
Things.
In [14] the authors present a multivariate Wiener filter-
ing for inferring the network structure of agents that
interact via linear dynamical relations. If interactions
between the present state of an agent with the present
state of another agent exists in the network, then inferred
topology is shown to indicate only dependencies and
does not provide causal characterization of the inferred
edges. However, in the case where the present state of an
agent depends only on the strict past of other agents of
the network, it is shown that the network structure can
be inferred exactly along with causal characterization of
the inferred edges. For nonlinear systems with a known
bound on the in degree of a node, the authors in [15] use
a directed information approach to infer directed graphs.
The assumption of strictly causal dynamics is indeed a
significant enabling factor to guarantee exact topology
inference with edge directions in [14] and [15] . In [16]
the authors use a power spectral analysis approach to
infer the network topology. For consensus dynamics, a
decentralized and distributed topology learning scheme
is presented in [17] and [18] respectively. The works sum-
marized above, primarily use a mix of signal processing
or optimization schemes or structural restrictions like
radial topology [19] to infer the topology. A crucial char-
acteristic is that, none of the above works, utilize any
knowledge about the underlying physics of the system
toward topology learning.
Our Contribution: In this article, we focus on topol-
ogy learning in dynamical physical systems like power
networks [20] and thermal dynamic networks [21],
where influences between agents, when present, are
bi-directional representing a form of coupling and not
necessarily a cause effect relationship. In these type
of situations, the assumption of strict causality is not
valid. We present a new algorithm for exact topology
inference, which utilizes both the magnitude and phase
response of multivariate Wiener filters for determining
the presence/absence of links between two nodes. The
main result establishes that the confounding effects of
indirect effects of an agent on another can be detected
using the phase information in the multivariate Wiener
filters that estimate a time-series from the rest. We
provide provable guarantees for consistency of the in-
ferred topology with the underlying topology, without
resorting to structural restrictions like the topology be-
ing radial [22] or bounded in-degree or strictly causal
dynamics and without relying on information of system
parameters or exogenous inputs. The consistency result
holds even in the presence of feedback loops unlike [23],
[22]. More importantly, the algorithm is applicable even
when the nodal exogenous inputs/noise are colored un-
like prior work where assumptions of noise being white
are necessary [24]. Of particular focus in our work are
physical flow networks like power networks, thermal
dynamic networks where we present interesting con-
nections of the phase response in our algorithm with
physical conservation laws.
An important application of topology learning is in real
time monitoring of a network, which places a require-
ment of algorithms that can can infer the topology with
finite/ limited samples of measurements from each node.
The algorithm proposed in this article when used with
conventional Wiener filtering, is guaranteed to recover
the exact topology when sufficient data samples per node
are available; here, particularly in the low sample regime
the errors in topology inference are high. We introduce
group Lasso [25] based regularizers in the Wiener filter-
ing optimization problem and demonstrate that our al-
gorithm when used with regularized version of Wiener
filtering provides accurate topology estimation even in
the low sample regime. We demonstrate the benefit of
using regularizers in topology learning for real time ap-
plications. The effectiveness of the algorithms and the-
ory presented is illustrated through simulations on power
distribution networks, thermal dynamics of buildings
and directed consensus networks.
Preliminary work subsumed by this article instantiated
to various application domains have appeared in [22] for
power grid networks, [26] for thermal dynamics of build-
ings and [27] for consensus networks. This article is a
detailed version with complete proofs with a presenta-
tion from a general linear dynamical system perspective
and explores connections with physical laws.
In the next section we present the framework, define
the problem of topology learning and provide some mo-
tivating examples. Wiener filtering approach for topol-
ogy inference is summarized in Section 3 followed by the
derivation of the exact topology learning algorithm and
its connections with physical conservation laws in Sec-
tion 4. In Section 5, we illustrate the performance of
the learning algorithm on power grid simulations, En-
ergy plus based building simulation and Raspberry Pi
based experimental data from consensus dynamics. Con-
clusions are presented in Section 6.
2 Preliminaries
Suppose xi, i = 1, . . . , n represent n measured time-
series. Further assume that the dynamics generating the
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time-series xi satisfy,
l∑
m=1
am,i
dmxi
dtm
=
n∑
j=1,j 6=i
bij(xj(t)− xi(t)) + pi(t), (1)
i ∈ {1, 2, .., n}, where, the exogenous forcing pi(t) is a
zero mean wide sense stationary (WSS) process uncor-
related with pj(t) for j 6= i. Note that a linear transfor-
mation of {pj(k)}nj=1 results in {xj(k)}nj=1. We assume
that the above dynamics is stable. Thus, {xj(k)}nj=1
are a collection of WSS processes and the collection
({xj(k)}nj=1, {pj(k)}nj=1) are jointly wide sense station-
ary processes (JWSS) [28]. Here, xi(t) ∈ R is a state
of the system, which is assumed to be measured, and,
am,i ∈ R, bij ∈ R≥0. The z transform of the discretiza-
tion of continuous time dynamics (1) is given by,
Si(z)Xi(z) =
n∑
j=1,j 6=i
bijXj(z) + Pi(z), (2)
where, Si(z) =
∑l
m=1 am,i((
2(1−z−1)
∆t(1+z−1) )
m+
∑
j=1,j 6=i cij ,
is the z domain operator determined by xi and its deriva-
tives along with their coefficients in (1) and the sampling
time ∆t (using Bilinear transform). Here, Xi(z) is the z
transform of xi(k). Rewriting (2) we have,
Xi(z) =
n∑
j=1,j 6=i
Hij(z)Xj(z) + Ei(z) (3)
where, Hij(z) =
bij
Si(z)
, Ei(z) =
1
Si(z)
Pi(z). It can be
shown that ei(k) are uncorrelated with ej(k) for j 6= i,
where, ei(k), is the inverse z transform of Ei(z), and
is a zero mean wide sense stationary sequence for all
i = 1, ..., n. Summarizing, the network dynamics is rep-
resented as,
X(z) = H(z)X(z) + E(z), where , (4)
X(z) = [X1(z) X2(z) ... Xn(z)]
T ,
E(z) = [E1(z) E2(z) ... En(z)]
T , H(z)(i, j) = Hij(z).
Note that the diagonal entries of the matrix H(z) are 0.
For well posedness we assume that I − H(z) is invert-
ible almost everywhere. Next, we associate a graphical
representation derived from the transfer function matrix
H(z).
Graphical Representation: Consider a directed
graph G = (V, E) with V = {1, ..., n} being the nodes
and E = {(i, j)|Hij(z) 6= 0} as the edge set. Each node
i ∈ V is a representation of the measured time series
xi(k). We refer to the directed graph G to be the gener-
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Fig. 1. A generative graph G is shown in (a), its topology GT
in (b), and its moral graph, GM in (c) [14].
ative graph of the measured time series. In the graph G,
(i, j) denotes a directed edge from j to i if Hij(z) 6= 0,
where j is referred as the parent of i and i is referred
as the child of j. We will refer to nodes having common
children as spouses of each other, for example i ∈ V
and j ∈ V are spouses if there exist a node k ∈ V such
that Hki(z) 6= 0 and Hkj(z) 6= 0 almost surely. Let
Cj , Pj ,Kj denote the set of nodes consisting of children,
parents and spouses of node j in the generative graph
G. For illustration, in Fig. 1 we show a generative graph,
where, nodes 1 and 9 are parents of node 2, while, node
2 is the child of nodes 1 and 9. Here, nodes 1 and 9 are
spouses of each other. Given a generative graph G, its
topology is defined as the undirected graph GT = (V, ET )
obtained by removing the orientation on all its edges,
while avoiding repetition. An example of topology of the
generative graph in Fig. 1(a) is shown in Fig. 1(b). The
moral graph, GM = (V, EM ) of the generative graph G,
is defined as the undirected graph obtained by removing
the orientation on all its edges, avoiding repetition and
adding an undirected edge between spouses. The moral
graph of the generative graph in Fig. 1(a) is shown in
Fig. 1(c). Next, we present terminology which will be
useful in the subsequent discussion.
Definition 1 Path: A path between two nodes x0, xk in
an undirected graph GT = (V, ET ) is a set of unique nodes
{x0, x1, · · · , xk} ⊆ V where {(x0, x1), · · · , (xk−1, xk)} ⊆
ET . We will denote a path by x0−x1−x2−· · ·−xk−1−xk.
The length of a path is one less than the number of nodes
in the path. For example: 1− 2− 3− 5 is a path of length
three between node 1 and 5 in the undirected graph of
Figure 1(b).
Definition 2 m Hop Neighbor: In an undirected graph
GT = (V, ET ), j ∈ V is am hop neighbor of i ∈ V, if there
is a path of lengthm between i and j in GT . For example:
nodes 1 and 5 are three hop neighbors in the undirected
graph in Figure 1(b). If there is a path of length one
between i and j then they are neighbors in GT . The set of
m hop neighbors of a node i ∈ V is denoted by Ni,m.
There are many systems which satisfy the dynamics rep-
resented by (1) some of which are discussed below.
(1) Consensus dynamics: Distributed decision making
methods in multi-agent systems often use the first
order consensus protocol, where each agent updates
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its states based on the difference between other
agents’ present value and itself, descibed by
dxi
dt
=
n∑
j=1
cij(xj − xi) + pj , (5)
where, pj denotes the receiver noise for agent j [29].
Inferring, the communication topology of a network
of agents in a multi agent system is a relevant ob-
jective of a cyber attacker, and appropriate hard-
ware/ software tools need to be designed to avert
such attacks. Here, based on the non zero values of
bij , the generative graph G can be obtained.
(2) RC networks: Tractable grey box modeling with
lumped parameters prove effective for real-time
control of buildings. Here RC models that assume
discretized physical space are employed where ev-
ery identified zone is represented by a common
temperature. Such a lumped parameter model is
described by
Ci dTi
dt
=
n∑
j=1
Tj − Ti
Rij
+ pj(t), (6)
where, Cj > 0 is the capacitance of zone j, Rij ≥ 0
denotes the thermal resistance between node i and
j, pj is the total internal heat generated in zone j. In
the dynamics above, Rji = Rij and thus in the de-
scription corresponding to (3) with measured vari-
able xi identified with temperature Ti, the underly-
ing generative dynamics is bi-directional. We con-
sider the problem of inferring the influence topology
using temperature sensors ubiquitously at possible
zonal locations.
(3) Power Grid Network Dynamics: For small distur-
bances in the power grid, the dynamics of the devi-
ation of voltage phase angle at bus j from the nom-
inal value, denoted by θj , is modeled by the follow-
ing linearized Swing Equation [30],
Miθ¨i +Diθ˙i =
n∑
j=1, 6=i
cij(θj − θi) + pi(t), (7)
where,Mj denotes the inertia of the rotating mass,
Dj denotes the damping and pj(t) is the power im-
balance injections at the node j. Here, bij(θj − θi)
gives the line flow from node j to i, where cij is the
susceptance of the line. Under equilibrium condi-
tions power balance is satisfied at each node. Here,
cij = cji, implying, if Hij(z) 6= 0 then Hji(z) 6= 0
almost surely. Thus, similar to RC networks, the
generative graph G has bi-directional edges. Infer-
ring the topology of a power networks is often the
first step to optimize flows and network monitoring
for fault detection.
Thermal dynamics and power grid dynamics are such
that the physics of the system naturally lead to a bi-
directed generative graph, where there is no clear notion
of cause and effect among the nodes.Many other physical
flow dynamics posses similar characteristics. Here, if i, j
are neighbors in the topology GT , then, i is a parent as
well as a child of j in the generative graph. Furthermore,
if i, j are two hop neighbors in GT , then, i and j are
spouses in the generative graph. The exact inference of
the topology in these physical flow networks is equivalent
to exact network inference of the bi-directed generative
graph.
3 Topology Learning
In this article, the topology learning problem that we are
interested in, involves inferring the underlying topology
GT of a linear dynamical system described by (1) with
the generative graph G, based solely on time series mea-
surements {x1(k), ..., xn(k)} without the knowledge of
the system parameters {am,i, bij} where exogenous in-
puts {pi} are not measured.
Earlier approaches considered the measurements as iid
(independent and identically distributed) samples of
random variables with a joint distribution; here, states
{xj(k)}nj=1 are modeled as a collection of iid samples
of a multivariate Gaussian distribution. The framework
is relevant when the sampling time k is sufficiently far
apart such that {xj(k)}nj=1 satisfy the iid sample re-
quirement. Inference of the topology from iid samples
{xj(k)}nj=1 (also known as Gaussian graphical model
inference) is a well studied problem with Graph Lasso
(maximum likelihood estimator of the topology from iid
samples) [10] being a well known approach. However,
this framework becomes ineffective for high resolution
data where dynamic effects between the measured vari-
ables are prominent. The inadequacies of the static
framework of random variables is illustrated in [31],
where, the authors show that these static approaches
are unable to infer the true topology even with large
data sets. Moreover, [31] shows that the static approach
fails to correctly infer three node cycles present in power
networks.
Existing approaches in a dynamical setting with tem-
porally correlated samples, model the exogenous inputs
pi to be Gaussian white noise and independent from pj
for i 6= j [24]. In this work we show that, one can infer
the exact topology GT of the linear dynamical system
described by (1), even where exogenous inputs are col-
ored, that is, correlated across time and can detect three
node cycles accurately. We begin by recalling the idea of
power spectral density.
Definition 3 Power Spectral Density(PSD) Matrix:
For a n dimensional collection ofWSS time series x(k) =
{x1(k), ..., xn(k)}T , the power spectral density matrix
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is defined as ΦX(ω) :=
∑∞
k=−∞ E(x(k)x(0)T )e−jˆωk,
where, E(·) denotes the expectation operator.
3.1 Multivariate Wiener Filtering
Let v and x1, ..., xm be a collection of jointly wide sense
stationary (JWSS) stochastic processes. Let x(k) :=
[x1(k), ...., xm(k)]
T andX := span{x1(k), ..., xm(k)}∞k=−∞.
Consider the following least square optimization prob-
lem:
vˆ(k) := arg inf
q∈X
E(v(k)− q)2. (8)
If ΦX(ω)  0 (that is ΦX(ω) is positive definite) almost
surely, then the optimal solution vˆ(k) ∈ X exists, is
unique and is given by
Vˆ (z) = W(z)X(z),W(z) = ΦvX(z)ΦX(z)−1
= [Wv1(z) ... Wvm(z)]X(z)
=
m∑
j=1
Wvj(z)Xj(z),
where W(z) = ΦvX(z)ΦX(z)−1 is the Wiener filter.
Here, Vˆ (z) is the z transform of vˆ(k). Refer [14] for fur-
ther details. The next result details the properties of
Wiener filter for topology inference of linear dynamical
systems described by (1).
3.2 Learning the Moral Graph using Multivariate
Wiener Filtering
Theorem 1 Consider the linear dynamical system in
(1) with topology GT and (H(z), E(z)) specifying the net-
work dynamics in (4). The nodal state measurements
are given by x(k) = [x1(k), ..., xn(k)]T . Define the space
Xj¯ = span{xi(k)}k=∞i 6=j,k=−∞. The non-causal Multivari-
ate Wiener filter estimate xˆj(k) ∈ Xj¯ of the signal xj(k)
is given by,
Xˆj(z) =
n∑
i 6=j,i=1
Wji(z)Xi(z), (9)
where, Wji(z) 6= 0 implies i ∈ Nj ∪Kj in GT .
PROOF. The proof follows from themain result of [14],
which states that,Wji(z) 6= 0 implies that j and i share a
children-parent or spouse relationship in the generative
graph G. It follows that, in terms of the topology GT , if
Wji(z) 6= 0 then i and j are neighbors or spouses.
Remark 1 The above result does not guarantee that if
i ∈ Nj ∪Kj, then Wji(z) 6= 0. However, such cases are
pathological (see [14]).
Thus the set of children, parents and spouses of each
node in the network can be identified using non-zero
entries in the corresponding multivariate Wiener filter.
The moral graph, GM , can be obtained by adding a link
between nodes with non zero entries in the corresponding
multivariate Wiener filter. We summarize the procedure
to obtain GM from nodal time series measurement in
Algorithm 1 below.
Algorithm 1 Learning Moral Graph using Wiener Fil-
tering
Input: samples xi(k) for nodes i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} from
generative graph G, thresholds ρ, τ , frequency points Ω
= {ω1, ..., ωm} where ωi ∈ [−pi, pi]
Output: Estimate of edges of GM , E¯M (for large number
of samples per node, E¯M coincides with EM )
1: Edge set E¯M ← {}
2: for all j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} do
3: Compute Wiener filter Wj(ejˆω) =
[Wj1(e
jˆω) · · ·Wj,j−1(ejˆω),Wj,j+1(ejˆω) · · ·Wjn(ejˆω)]
4: end for
5: for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i 6= j do
6: if supωi∈Ω ‖Wji(ejˆωi)‖ > ρ then
7: E¯M ← E¯M ∪ {(i, j)}
8: end if
9: end for
Algorithm 1 results in the moral graph, which has spu-
rious spouse edges apart from the edges present in the
topology. For bi-directed generative graphs considered
here, the number of spurious links in the moral graph is
of the same order as that of true links; here, for every
pair of two hop neighbor we get one edge in the moral
graph which is not present in the generative graph. In-
deed, consider the power grid topology in Fig. 2(a) and
its moral graph; it is evident that the number of spurious
links (links not present in the topology) is substantial.
Furthermore, consider the example in Fig. 2 (b), where
both the topologyA andB obtained from the generative
graphs of two power grids, following the swing equation
dynamics, result in the same reconstructed moral graph
using multivariate Wiener filtering. The Wiener filtering
based reconstructed edge between i and k in Fig. 2 can
thus represent a true edge or a spurious edge between
spouses. Thus, elimination of spurious edges to recover
the actual topology is a non trivial and important task
owing to the significant presence of spurious links and
presence of many candidate topologies for a given moral
graph.
For radial topologies (undirected connected graph with
no cycles) associated with bi-directed generative graphs,
it is possible to distinguish between true edges between
neighbors and spurious two hop neighbor edges in GM by
using a local graph separation rule as presented in [19].
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Fig. 2. (a) Number of spurious links (red edges) in theWiener
reconstructed graph are comparable with the number of true
links (black edges) in the underlying power grid topology
(b) Example of two power grid topology which result in the
same reconstructed graph of non-trivial Wiener filters
However for bi-directed generative graphs with topolo-
gies having cycles or loops, such graph separation re-
sults do not hold in general [31]. In the next section, we
present methods that eliminate spurious links obtained
fromAlgorithm 1, for a perfect reconstruction of the gen-
erative graph. Here the physics of the dynamics given by
(1) will prove crucial.
4 Exact Reconstruction of the generative graph
The following theorem presents an explicit characteri-
zation of the contribution of neighbors Nj and two-hop
neighbors Nj,2 of node j to the multivariate non causal
Wiener filter {Wji(z)}ni=1,i6=j .
Theorem 2 Consider the generative graph G = (V, E)
described by (1), with x(k) = (x1(k) · · · xn(k))T as
the output at time instant k. Let the z transform of
the multivariate non causal Wiener filtering estimate
xˆj(k) of xj(k) be, Xˆj(z) =
∑
i,i 6=j Wji(z)Xi(z). Then,
Wji(z) = Cˆji(z) + Pˆji(z) + Kˆji(z), where,
Cˆji(z) =
bijSi(z)Φ
−1
pi (z)
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z) +
∑
l∈Pj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl (z)
, (10)
Pˆji(z) =
bjiS
∗
j (z)Φ
−1
pj (z)
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z) +
∑
l∈Nj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl (z)
, and,
(11)
Kˆji(z) = −
∑
k∈Ni∩Nj bkjbkiΦ
−1
pk
(z)
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z) +
∑
l∈Pj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl (z)
. (12)
PROOF. It is shown in [14] that, Wji(z) = Cˆji(z) +
Pˆji(z) + Kˆji(z), where,
Cˆj∗(z) =
Φej (z)H
∗
∗j(z)Φ
−1
e (z)
1 + |H∗∗j(z)Φ−1e H∗j(z)|Φej (z)
,
Pˆj∗(z) = (1− Cˆj∗(z)H∗j(z))Hj∗(z),
Kˆji(z) = −Cˆj∗(z)H∗i(z),
with H∗j(z) and Hj∗(z) representing the j − th column
and j − th row of the H(z) matrix respectively and
H∗∗j(z) represents complex conjugate transpose of the
vectorH∗j(z). Here Cˆji, Pˆji and Kˆji are contributions of
the ith time-series in the estimation of the jth time-series
for being the child, parent and spouse of j respectively.
Note that Cˆjj(z) = 0 and Pˆjj(z) = 0. In the context of a
the generative graph G with dynamics described by (1),
Cˆj∗(z) is a 1× n row of transfer functions described by,
Cˆj∗(z) =
Φej (z)H
∗
∗j(z)Φ
−1
e (z)
1 + |H∗∗j(z)Φ−1e H∗j(z)|Φej (z)
=
[H∗1j(z)Φ
−1
e1 (z) H
∗
2j(z)Φ
−1
e2 (z) · · · H∗nj(z)Φ−1en (z)]
Φ−1ej (z) +
∑
l∈Pj |Hlj(z)|2Φ−1el (z)
=
[
b1j
S∗1 (z)
|S1(z)|2Φ−1p1 (z) · · · bnjS∗n(z) |Sn(z)|
2Φ−1pn (z)]
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z) +
∑
l∈Pj
b2
lj
|Sl(z)|2 |Sl(z)|2Φ
−1
pl (z)
=
[b1jS1(z)Φ
−1
p1 (z) · · · bnjSn(z)Φ−1pn (z)]
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z) +
∑
l∈Pj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl (z)
.
Thus, contribution to Wji(z) due to i being a child of j
is given by, Cˆji(z) =
bijSi(z)Φ
−1
pi
(z)
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z)+
∑
l∈Pj
b2
lj
Φ−1pl (z)
. Sim-
ilarly, contribution from all parents of node j in the gen-
erative graph G, Pˆj∗(z) is a 1 × n row of transfer func-
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tions described by,
Pˆj∗(z) = (1− Cˆj∗(z)H∗j(z))Hj∗(z)
= (1−
∑
l∈Nj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl
(z)
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z) +
∑
l∈Pj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl (z)
)
[Hj1(z) · · · Hjn(z)]
=
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z)
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z) +
∑
l∈Pj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl (z)
1
Sj(z)
[bj1(z) · · · bjn(z)]
=
S∗j (z)Φ
−1
pj (z)
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z) +
∑
l∈Pj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl (z)
[bj1(z) · · · bjn(z)].
Thus, the contribution to Wji(z) due to i being a par-
ent of j is Pˆji(z) =
bjiS
∗
j (z)Φ
−1
pj
(z)
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z)+
∑
l∈Pj
b2
lj
Φ−1pl (z)
. The
net contribution to Wji(z) due to i ∈ Nj , is given by,
Nˆji(z) = Cˆji(z) + Pˆji(z). The contribution, Kˆji, toWji
for i for being a spouse of j in the generative graph G
with dynamics described by (1) is,
Kˆji(z) = −Cˆj∗(z)H∗i
= −
∑
k∈Cj∩Ci bkjSk(z)
bki
Sk(z)
Φ−1pk (z)
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z) +
∑
l∈Pj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl (z)
= −
∑
k∈Cj∩Ci bkjbkiΦ
−1
pk
(z)
|Sj(z)|2Φ−1pj (z) +
∑
l∈Pj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl (z)
.
This proves the theorem.
Next, we use the expressions derived in Theorem 2 to
distinguish between true and spurious edges in the moral
graph GM formed by non-zero entries of multivariate
Wiener filter. The next theorem presents a result using
the phase response of the non causal Wiener filter for
spurious edges corresponding to strict spouse relation-
ships, enabling them to be distinguished from true edges.
Theorem 3 Consider the generative graph G = (V, E)
described by (1), with x(k) = (x1(k) · · · xn(k))T as the
output at time instant k. If i and j are strict spouses
in G, that is, Ci ∩ Cj 6= φ and i /∈ Nj, j /∈ Ni, then
∠(Wji(ejˆω)) = pi for all ω ∈ [−pi, pi].
PROOF. As i /∈ Nj and j /∈ Ni, bij = 0, bji = 0. It
follows from Theorem 2 that, Nˆji(z) = 0. Since, i and j
are spouses, there exist k ∈ Ci∩Cj such that bkj > 0 and
bki > 0, implying Kˆji(z) 6= 0. Since, Kˆji(z) is dependent
on {Φpj (z)}j=1,2,··· ,n, which are positive real numbers
for WSS processes, it follows that, Kˆji(z) < 0 for all
z ∈ C. Thus,
∠(Wji(ejˆω)) = ∠(Kˆji(ejˆω)) = pi, for all ω ∈ [−pi, pi].
We will use the above theorem to identify spurious edges
in the moral graph GM to recover the true topology GT .
We now show that the above result does not hold for
nodes that are neighbors. The next theorem lists a con-
dition under which ∠(Wji(ejˆω)) = pi for all ω ∈ [−pi, pi]
for nodes i and j that are neighbors as well as spouses.
Theorem 4 Consider the generative graph G = (V, E)
described by (1), with x(k) = (x1(k) · · · xn(k))T as
the output at time instant k. Suppose i and j are such
that i ∈ Nj, i ∈ Kj. Then ∠(Wji(ejˆω)) = pi for all
ω ∈ [−pi, pi], if and only if,
Im(bijSi(e
jˆω)Φ−1pi (e
jˆω) + bjiS
∗
j (e
jˆω)Φ−1pj (e
jˆω)) = 0,
Re(bijSi(e
jˆω)Φ−1pi (e
jˆω) + bjiS
∗
j (e
jˆω)Φ−1pj (e
jˆω))−∑
k∈Ni∩Nj
bkjbkiΦ
−1
pk
(ejˆω) < 0.
for all ω ∈ [−pi, pi], where Im(z) and Re(z) represent
imaginary and real parts of the complex number z.
PROOF. Using (10), (11) and (12),
Wji(e
jˆω) =
bijSi(e
jˆω)Φ−1pi (e
jˆω) + bjiS
∗
j (e
jˆω)Φ−1pj (e
jˆω)
|Sj(ejˆω)|2Φ−1pj (ejˆω) +
∑
l∈Pj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl (e
jˆω)
−
∑
k∈Ni∩Nj bkjbkiΦ
−1
pk
(ejˆω)
|Sj(ejˆω)|2Φ−1pj (ejˆω) +
∑
l∈Pj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl (e
jˆω)
(13)
The second term in the above expression has no imagi-
nary component and the denominator of both the terms
are real.
(⇒) Since, ∠(Wji(ejˆω)) = pi for all ω ∈ [−pi, pi] it follows
that the conditions hypothesized in the theorem state-
ment hold.
(⇐) If the system parameters satisfy the conditions de-
scribed in the only if part of the theorem statement, it fol-
lows from (13) that, ∠(Wji(ejˆω)) = pi for all ω ∈ [−pi, pi].
Remark 2 The conditions presented in the previous the-
orem are such that for neighbor nodes i and j which are
also spouses, ∠(Wji(ejˆω)) = pi for all ω ∈ [−pi, pi], is
pathological because the system parameters have to take a
specific set of values for the above mentioned conditions
to be true at all frequencies and hence is pathological.
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Finally, the next theorem shows that ∠(Wji(ejˆω)) = 0
for ω = 0 when i and j are neighbors and not spouses.
Theorem 5 Consider the generative graph G = (V, E)
described by (1), with X(k) = (x1(k) · · · xn(k))T as the
output at time instant k. Nodes i and j are such that
i ∈ Nj and i 6∈ Kj. Then, ∠(Wji(ejˆω))|ω=0 = 0.
PROOF. Since i 6∈ Kj , Kˆji(z) = 0. It follows that,
Wji(e
jˆω) = Nˆji(z)
=
bijSi(e
jˆω)Φ−1pi (e
jˆω) + bjiS
∗
j (e
jˆω)Φ−1pj (e
jˆω)
|Sj(ejˆω)|2Φ−1pj (ejˆω) +
∑
l∈Nj b
2
ljΦ
−1
pl (e
jˆω)
.
(14)
The denominator of the expression on the right hand
side of (14) is real and positive for all ω ∈ [−pi, pi]. The
numerator of the expression on the right hand side of
(14), [bijSi(ejˆω)Φ−1pi (e
jˆω) + bijS
∗
j (e
jˆω)Φ−1pj (e
jˆω)]ω=0 is
also real and positive. Thus, Wji(ejˆω)|ω=0 is real and
positive, implying, ∠(Wji(ejˆω))|ω=0 = 0.
Remark 3 Theorems 3, 4 and 5 demonstrate that aside
from pathological cases, the phase of the Wiener filter
∠(Wji(ejˆω)) = pi for all ω ∈ [−pi, pi] only when i and j
are not neighbors but are spouses in the generative graph
G. In other words, aside for the pathological cases, the
converse of Theorem 3 holds and can be used as a criteria
to differentiate between true edges and spurious edges in
the moral graph GM .
We now present Algorithm 2 that estimates the topology
of the generative graph G based on time-series of nodal
measurements pertaining to dynamics expressed by (1).
The algorithm consists of two parts. The first part (Steps
1 - 9) determines the multivariateWiener filterWji(z) to
estimate the moral graph and is same as Algorithm 1. In
the next part (Steps 10 - 15), we consider a representative
set of frequency points Ω in the interval [−pi, pi) and
evaluate the phase angle of theWiener filters for edges in
Ew. If the phase angle is within a pre-defined threshold τ
of −pi, the algorithm designates them as spurious edges
(see Theorem 3) and prunes them from Ew to produce
edge set E¯ of the estimated true topology.
Interpretation of Pruning Step for Physical Flow
Networks Consider nodes i, j, k in a physical flow sys-
tem like a thermal RC network or a power network,
where k is a common neighbor of both i, j but i, j are
not neighbors. Let qi, qj denote the flow out of node i, j
respectively while qk is the total flow received at node k
as shown in Figure 3. Here, qi, qj , qk could represent flow
of heat, electrical power or even a fluid driven by the dif-
ference in temperature, voltage or pressure respectively.
Algorithm2Topology Learning usingWiener Filtering
with Pruning Step
Input: nodal time samples xi(k) for nodes
i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} in the generative graph G, thresh-
olds ρ, τ , frequency points Ω = {ω1, ..., ωm} where
ωi ∈ [−pi, pi]
Output: Estimate of Edges E¯T in the topology of G.
For large samples, E¯T coincides with ET
1: Edge set Ew ← {}
2: for all j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} do
3: Compute Wiener filter Wj(ejˆω) =
[Wj1(e
jˆω) · · ·Wjn(ejˆω)]
4: end for
5: for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i 6= j do
6: if supωi∈Ω ‖Wji(ejˆωi)‖ > ρ then
7: Ew ← Ew ∪ {(i, j)}
8: end if
9: end for
10: Edge set E¯T ← Ew
11: for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i 6= j do
12: if pi− τ ≤ |∠(Wji(ejˆωi))| ≤ pi+ τ,∀ωi ∈ Ω then
13: E¯T ← E¯T − {(i, j)}
14: end if
15: end for
𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗
𝑘𝑘
𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
𝑞𝑞𝑗𝑗
𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘
Fig. 3. A three node system, with the flow on the edge in-
dicated in blue.qk needs to be reassigned in the figure right
now it looks like going to i
These flow variables qi, qj , qk are directly proportional
to the nodal state xi, xj , xk respectively. It follows from
flow conservation,
qk = qi + qj ,
qi = qk − qj ,
where, a negative correlation is observed between qi and
qj owing to flow conservation constraint. This translates
into an inverse relationship between nodal state variables
xi and xj leading to phase pi relationship of the corre-
sponding Wiener filter. Thus, the flow conservation in
physical flow networks translates into phase angle being
pi for the associated Wiener filters providing a physics
based pruning step in our topology learning algorithm.
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5 Simulation and Experimental Validation
In this section we present simulation and experimental
validation of the topology inference algorithm presented
in the previous section. First, we present the method
employed to compute the Wiener filter using nodal time
series measurements and is used in Algorithm 2.
Wiener filter computation Let xj(k) be the nodal
time series to be estimated from {xi(k)}mi=1,i6=j , k ∈ Z.
Consider the following least square optimization prob-
lem on the Hilbert space of L2 random variables,
{hji,o} = arg inf{hji}i=1,...,m,i 6=j
E(xj(k)−
m∑
i=1,i6=j
F∑
L=−F
hLjixi(k − L))2, (15)
where, hji = [h−Fji , ..., h
0
ji, ..., h
F
ji]. From the imple-
mentation viewpoint, we consider lags up to a fi-
nite order F in (8). The solution to the above op-
timization problem is referred as the finite impulse
response multivariate non-causal Wiener filter) [32],
Wj(z) = [Wj,1(z), ...,Wj,j−1(z),Wj,j+1(z), ...,Wj,m(z)],
where,
Wji(z) =
F∑
L=−F
hLji,oz
−L. (16)
It is important to note that the multivariate Wiener fil-
ter, which is obtained from solving the above optimiza-
tion problem is determined entirely from the measured
time series without any knowledge of system parame-
ters or the statistics of the exogenous inputs. Next, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of Algorithm 2 for infer-
ence of network structure of agents undergoing linear
consensus dynamics.
5.1 Validation on Consensus Dynamics
Here, the performance of Algorithm 2 in estimating the
topology of a network of agents undergoing consensus
iterations is demonstrated on a 5 node network depicted
in Fig. 4(a). We present two set of results, first based
on MATLAB simulations, and second based on experi-
mental results on a network of Raspberry Pis. For our
simulations, the receiver noise at each node is considered
to be white. The trends from the nodal measurement
time series are removed using the ‘detrend’ function in
MATLAB. The reconstructed topology using Algorithm
1 with 107 samples from each node is shown in Fig. 4(c),
where, the dashed edges denote the spurious links re-
covered. Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) show the frequency re-
sponse of Wiener filters between node 2 and all other
nodes in Fig. 4(a) that are derived using Algorithm 2
1
2
3 4 5 1
2
3 4 5 1
2
3 4 5
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. (a) Generative graph of 5 node network undergoing
consensus dynamics, (b) associated network topology, (c) re-
constructed topology of the 5 node network of Fig. 4(a) ob-
tained using multivariate Wiener filtering with 107 samples
from each node. The dashed links are the spurious links due
to spouse relationship.
with 107 samples for each node. It is clear from Fig.
5(a) that the magnitude of the filterW25 is small across
the frequency range and thus it can be concluded that
there exist no edge between nodes 2 and 5. Using the
pruning step, the absolute values of the phase response
ofW21(z),W23(z),W24(z) are analyzed as shown in Fig.
5(b). Here, the phase of the filter W24 remains close to
pi throughout the frequency range. It follows from The-
orem 3 that the edge between 2 and 4 is spurious (phase
response being close to pi).
Fig. 6(a) shows the experimental setup, which consists
of five Raspberry Pi [33] units that interact according
to consensus dynamics with the interaction topology de-
scribed by Fig. 4(a). The details of the experimental
platform can be found in [34]. The relative error (false
negatives and false positives over the number of true
edges) percentage of Algorithm 2 with respect to num-
ber of samples for simulations as well as experiments is
shown in Fig. 6(b). It is seen that as the number of sam-
ples per node increases, the error decreases.
5.2 Validation on Power Distribution Network
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of Al-
gorithm 2 on the IEEE 39 bus power distribution net-
work [35] shown in Fig. 7(a) with network dynamics as
described by (7). Here pi are modeled as filtered white
Gaussian noise (colored noise unlike iid Gaussian in [36])
to generate time series data for evaluation of the pro-
posed algorithm. The output at each node is sampled
at 0.01s. Consider the neighbors (green) and two-hop
neighbors (red) of node 25 in the IEEE 39 bus system as
shown in Fig 7. Application of steps 1 to 9 of Algorithm
1 with a threshold ρ of 10−5 in step 6 and 6.5×106 phase
samples per node leads to edges between node 25 and
all nodes in Fig. 7(b). The absolute values of the phase
response of the multivariate Wiener filters for node 25
and the nodes in its two-hop neighborhood are shown
in Fig. 8(a). It is seen that the phase response of the
Wiener filters corresponding to the nodes two hops away
are close to pi rad, while that of the neighbor nodes start
from 0 rad. Thus using the pruning step, all the two-hop
neighbors can be removed, recovering the true physical
topology. The relative error percentage in topology es-
timation for the IEEE 39 bus system as a function of
sample size is shown in Fig. 8(b). The threshold ρ was
chosen as 10−3 while τ = 0.2pi. In many cases, pruning
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Fig. 5. (a) Bode magnitude plot of
W21(z),W23(z),W24(z),W25(z), (b) absolute values of
phase response of W21(z),W23(z),W24(z), W25(z). W24(z)
has a phase response in the vicinity of pi for all frequencies,
hence, is eliminated by the pruning step.
step eliminated 58% of the total false positive edges ob-
tained after step 9 of Algorithm 2.
5.3 Comparative study and validation on Thermal Dy-
namics of Building
In this section, we will estimate the interaction topology
amongst zonal temperatures in a building using Algo-
rithm 2 and also highlight the limitations in inference
of three node cycles using static approaches. Here, we
illustrate that by applying Algorithm 2 to the temper-
ature data of a five zone office building, the true topol-
ogy is recovered exactly. The building envelope is cre-
ated in Google SketchUp Make 2017 [37] (see Fig. 9)
and its RC network model in Fig. 9(b). The tempera-
ture data is generated using EnergyPlus [38]. Energy-
Plus solves the nonlinear energy balance equation where
the heat transfer coefficients are functions of tempera-
ture (See equation A.1 in Appendix A). For more de-
tails on EnergyPlus see Section A in Appendix. The
building is located in Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA and
the weather file used in EnergyPlus is obtained from
https://energyplus.net/weather. The exogenous in-
puts to the building are heat gains from lights, electri-
cal equipments and people. For our simulations, we con-
sider the electrical and lighting loads as time-correlated
(a)
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Experiments
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Fig. 6. (a) Experimental setup of 5 Raspberry Pi units in-
teracting through wifi according to consensus dynamics with
the interaction topology being the undirected graph in Fig.
4, (b) error percentage variation with number of samples per
node in simulation as well as experiments.
wide sense stationary processes. The correlated inputs
are generated by filtering white Gaussian noise through
1D digital filter in MATLAB.
This temperature data is obtained with oneminute gran-
ularity and used for topology inference. Here, we per-
form a comparative study of four algorithms: graphi-
cal lasso [10] (random variable framework for Gaussian
graphical models, see Appendix B for details), graphi-
cal lasso with sign based pruning [39], [31](see Appendix
C for details), Algorithm 2 with Wiener filtering com-
putation according to (8) and Algorithm 2 with Wiener
filtering computation with regularizer (group lasso [40])
as described in (17) below. The motivation behind intro-
ducing regularization in the Wiener filter optimization
problem is to improve the performance of Algorithm 2
in low sample regime. It is seen in Fig. 10 that the er-
ror in the low sample regime is about 20% for Algorithm
2 with Wiener filters computed using the approach de-
scribed in (15). Regularizers are commonly used to im-
prove the performance of inference algorithms primarily
in the high dimensional setting, where, number of nodes
are large and samples are limited [9,10]. Here, we intro-
duce the group lasso regularizer [40] to enforce sparsity
and reduce over-fitting in the case of availability of lim-
ited number of samples per node.
Wiener filter with regularization: Here, we present
a method that provides estimates of the optimal Wiener
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Fig. 7. (a) IEEE 39 bus system with generators at 10 buses
[35] (b) The neighbors (green nodes) and strict two-hop
neighbors (red nodes) of node 25 in the IEEE 39 bus system.
filter which is well suited for scenarios when data-records
are short. In order to account for limited samples of mea-
surements at each node, a regularized version of multi-
variate Wiener filtering in (8) is obtained by minimizing
the following objective function:
{hji,γ} = arg inf{hji}i=1,...,m,i 6=j
E(xj(k)−
m∑
i=1,i6=j
F∑
L=−F
hLjixi(k − L))2 + γ
m∑
i=1,i6=j
‖hji‖2.
(17)
Here γ ≥ 0 is the regularization parameter and
hji := [h
−F
ji , ..., h
0
ji, ..., h
F
ji]. The regularized Wiener
filter is given as,
W γji(z) =
F∑
L=−F
hLji,γz
−L. (18)
Using regularized Wiener filters in Algorithm 2, the rel-
ative errors for the topology inference of the thermal dy-
namics of the building described above is shown in Fig-
ure 10. It is seen that in the low sample regime, the er-
ror in inference reduces by about half due to use of reg-
ularization in Wiener filter computations. The relative
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Fig. 8. (a) Absolute values of the phase response of the
Wiener filters between node 25 and its two-hop neighbor-
hood in the IEEE 39 bus system. The phase response begins
from 0 rad for all three neighbors and from pi for all spouses
of node 25. (b) Relative error percentage of Algorithm 2
with samples per node for IEEE 39 bus systems.
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Fig. 9. (a) Topview of EnergyPlus building model consist-
ing of 5 zones, where, the height of the building is 3.05 m,
(b) Thermal resistor network of the building with thermal
capacitance at each node. Node 1 corresponds to core zone
and rest of the nodes are referred to as perimeter zones
error percentage with number of samples for the graph-
ical lasso based algorithms is shown in Fig.10. It is seen
that, the graphical lasso and graphical lasso with prun-
ing step is unable to recover the exact topology of the
underlying RC network, even in the large sample limit.
This is a limitation of the random variable framework
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Fig. 10. Error percentage variation with number of samples
per node for Algorithm 2 (with and without regularizers)
when inputs are WSS
for networks with three node undirected cycles, which
was also highlighted in the introduction of this article.
However, the time series based approach of Algorithm 2
with and without regularizer have zero error in topology
inference in the large sample limit. This is attributed to
the ability to analyze the Wiener filters at multiple fre-
quencies in the time series framework as compared to
only ω = 0 in the random variable setting, which renders
three node undirected cycles unidentifiable.
6 Conclusion
In this article, we presented an algorithm for exact topol-
ogy inference of linear dynamical systems with a partic-
ular focus on physical flow networks. The flow conser-
vation constraint provides a basis for pruning out spu-
rious spouse links, which crop up in topology learning
from time series measurements. We utilized the phase
response of multivariate Wiener filters to distinguish be-
tween true and spurious edges. The algorithm proposed
in this article can handle colored noise exogenous inputs,
unlike the white noise assumption in some of the recent
work on topology inference from time series measure-
ments. Moreover, the proposed algorithm guarantees ex-
act topology inference even in the presence of loops in
the network. It is worth noting that, the proposed al-
gorithm does not require any knowledge on statistics of
the exogenous inputs or system parameters for topology
inference. We believe that using phase response of fil-
ters to eliminate spurious links in topology learning can
also be extended to other network topology learning ap-
proaches like directed information and spectral analysis,
as connections of these approaches with the Wiener fil-
tering approach is well understood [41], [14]. The arti-
cle, also highlighted the short comings of state of the art
random variables approaches in dealing with networked
dynamical systems, particularly in inferring three node
cycles and the superiority of the algorithm proposed in
such scenarios. We also illustrated the benefit of using
regularizers in Wiener filter computations, for obtaining
better topology inference performance in the low sam-
ple regime. This is particularly important for deploying
the proposed algorithm for topology inference from finite
size data windows of measurements across the network.
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A Overview of EnergyPlus
EnergyPlus is a building energy simulation engine de-
veloped by U.S. Department of Energy. It is an open-
source software that can be downloaded at https://
energyplus.net/downloads. The inputs to the Energy-
Plus is a text file with detailed information of the build-
ing structure, construction, equipment, location, orien-
tation, weather details along with the occupancy, elec-
trical, lighting schedules. It is a sophisticated simulation
tol for thermal analysis of building.
EnergyPlus assumes each thermal zone as a single node
and solves the heat balance equations to arrive at the
thermal zone temperatures developed in the building
and its power consumption. The heat balance equation
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for a zone [42] is given by:
Cz dTz
dt
=
Nsl∑
i=1
Q˙i +
Nsurf∑
i=1
hiAi(Tsi − Tz) (A.1)
+
Nzones∑
i=1
m˙iCp(Tzi − Tz) + m˙infCp(T∞ − Tz) + Q˙sys
where Cz dTz
dt
is the energy stored in zone air,
Nsl∑
i=1
Q˙i is internal convective load,
Nsurf∑
i=1
hiAi(Tsi − Tz) is surface convective heat transfer,
Nzones∑
i=1
m˙iCp(Tzi − Tz) is interzone heat transfer, and
m˙infCp(T∞ − Tz) is heat transfer by air infiltration, and,
Q˙sys is air systems output.
Note that hi is a non-linear function of temperatures.
B Graphical Lasso
In the random variable framework [10], consider N in-
dependent and identically distributed random variables
of a dimension p, with mean µ and covariance Σ. Let
Θ = Σ−1, ρ is the regularization parameter and S be the
empirical covariance matrix. Then the maximum like-
lihood estimator of Θ based on sparsity constraints is
given by,
Θ∗ = argmax
Θ
logdetΘ− tr(SΘ)− ρ‖Θ‖1 (B.1)
Please see the Algorithm 3 for step by step procedure
for topology reconstruction.
Algorithm 3 Topology Learning using Graphical Lasso
Input: nodal time samples xi(k) for nodes
i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} in the generative graph G, thresholds 
Output: Estimate of Edges E¯T in the topology of G
1: for all j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} do
2: Compute inverse covariance matrix Θ∗ from B.1
3: end for
4: Edge set Ew ← {}
5: for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i 6= j do
6: if |Θ∗ij | >  then
7: Ew ← Ew ∪ {(i, j)}
8: end if
9: end for
C Graphical lasso with sign based pruning
After estimating the inverse covariance matrix Θ∗ as
described above, the steps for identifying the neighbors
and pruning out the spurious links are described here
based on the. description in [39], [31].
Algorithm 4 Topology Learning using Graphical Lasso
with sign based pruning
Input: nodal time samples xi(k) for nodes
i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} in the generative graph G, thresholds 
Output: Estimate of Edges E¯T in the topology of G
1: for all j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} do
2: Compute Θ∗ from B.1
3: end for
4: Edge set Ew ← {}
5: for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i 6= j do
6: if |Θ∗ij | >  then
7: Ew ← Ew ∪ {(i, j)}
8: end if
9: end for
10: Edge set E¯T ← Ew
11: for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i 6= j do
12: if Θ∗ij > , then
13: E¯T ← E¯ − {(i, j)}
14: end if
15: end for
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